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INTRODUCTION
Consumer research has recently been confronted by two

significant challenges. The first came in the form of an Association
for Consumer Research (ACR) Fellows Address (Rogers 1987),
two ACR Presidential Addresses (Andreasen 1993; Hirschman
1991b) and several articles published in the Journal of Consumer
Research (e.g., Murray andOzanne 1991; Wells 1993) fliat called
upon consumer researchers to attend more closely to social issues
relevant to consumption. The common theme across these diverse
writings is that consumer research can and should increase its
commitment to furthering social welfare. Concurrent with this has
come a burgeoning demand to examine sexism as a clear and present
dangertothefield(e.g.,Holbrookl990; Stem 1991,1993; Hirschman
1991b, 1993; Bristor and Fischer 1991, 1993). Framed from a
feminist pwrspective, these latter pap>ers called attention to both
omissions and commissions in consumer research that acted to
mute or distort women's voices. The present inquiry seeks to
address both of these challenges by examining an asp>ect of the dark
side of consumer behavior that is, and always has been, bound-up
closely with sexism as a social issue—prostitution.

Feminist critiques point out that at the present time as well as
in most past eras, prostitutes have been viewed as profane com-
modities (Belk, Wallendorf, and Sherry 1989). They serve no
familial function, and fulfill neiflier the domestic nurturance nor
reproductive roles usually assigned to women. Instead, prostitutes '
social and economic value lies in flieir provision of a sexual service
to men. They are, in modem terms "sex workers" (Lewin 1992,
B16), women those humanity is derogated by reduction to their
sexual parts (Bullough 1974; Perkins and Bennett 1985). In
essence, a prostitute is a sexual commodity, a bundle of product
attributes whose primary role is to serve as an object or product
consumed by men.

In the present inquiry, we examine cultural attitudes toward
flie commoditization of women as prostitutes in three motion
pictures. Following flie perspectives of Barflies (1964,1972,1983),
Metz (1974) and Baudrillaid (1968, 1981), our research views
motion prictures as vehicles of popular culture that carry and
communicate consumption ideology. It is assumed fliat the beliefs
and values semiotically encoded wifliin flie narrative are represen-
tative of the culture that produces and consumes them (cf. Levi-
Slxauss 1965,1966). This line of reasoning has been well devel-
op)ed in consumer research since 1986, when two articles (Holbrook
and Grayson 1986; Mick 1986) introduced the method oí semiotics
to the field. Since that time, several articles (Hirschman 1988,
1990; Holbrook 1988, Holbrook, Bell and Grayson 1989; McCracken
1989; Scott 1990; Stem 1989) and conference presentations or
programs (Umiker-Sebeok 1987; 1993) have broadened the ^pl i -
cation of semiotics to a wide v ariety of cultural texts (Holbrook and
O'Shaughnessy 1988)including motion pictures, television shows,
television commercials, print advertisements, magazines, plays,
and autobiographies.

Our present interest in motion pictures as vehicles of con-
sumption ideology (see Eagleton 1991) stems from this medium's
widely recognized impact as a socializing agent for consumers (see
O'Guinn, Faber and Rice 1985). Feminists in particular have been
cognizant of film's pwwer as a vehicle for both encoding and

enforcing society's views of 'women's place.' As de Lauretis
(1984, p.4) writes: " The alliance of feminism, semiotics and film
is of long standing. In cinema the stakes for women are especially
high. The representation of woman as spectacle—body to be
looked at, place of sexuality, and body of desire—so pervasive in
our culture, finds in narrative cinema its most complex expression
and widest circulation."

Our analysis uses flie perspxwtive of feminist film flieory (see
e.g., Kaplan 1983; Penley 1989; Tseelon and Kaiser 1992). From
fliis vantage point, the analysis seeks to counteract the masculinist
bias fliat defines a prostitute as a passive object or image, that which
is "to-be-looked-at," consumed (Mulvey 1975), and ultimately
discarded. This use of the prostitute as the object of male desire can
be found in art (e.g.. Berger 1972; Betterton 1985) and in advertis-
ing (e.g., Myers 1989), as well as in film (e.g., Kuhn 1982,1985).
As Tseelon and Kaiser (1992, p. 120) observe, wifliin such ideologi-
cal vehicles, the prostitute is an "enigmatic flireat to be idolized or
destroyed." Following Kaplan (1983, p. 18), "Our task, flien, in
looking at Hollywood films is to unmask the images, the sign of
woman fas prostitute], to see how flie meanings that underlie the
codes function."

THE PROSTITUTE IN LITERATURE
The images of prostitutes in film derive from a long history of

earlier texts—px>ems, plays, and novels that commodify prostitutes
as a subordinate group even within the larger group of women, itself
subordinate to men. Virtually all of these images are reductive,
defining a prostitute not as a complete human being, but as merely
a collection of sexual p)arts. The terms used to signify a female
prostitute indicate that she is a thing rather than a pierson—an entity
limited to her sexual role. Descriptors are synonyms derived from
her working hours ("lady of the evening"), working conditions
C'street walker"), body parts ("piece of ass"), and anatomical
resemblances to animal life ("beaver," "pussy").

These modes of expression reveal the socially reified view of
tlie prostitute as an object—a signifier denoting the patriarchal
judgment of prostitution as a typically deviant or "other" (de
Beauvoir 1953) human behavior characteristic of women. This
view has found expression in the literary canon, where up until the
recent past, the prostitute has been depicted primarily by male
writers. Their focus has been on the psychology of the individual
prostitute, rather than on the holistic view of flic sociology of
prostitution that embraces the consumer as well as the consumed
(Hom and Pringle 1984). Because flie prostitute has been almost
exclusively a masculine literary creation, male writers have created
limiled fictional roles for prostitutes, usually depicting fliem as
stereotypes rather than as individualized human beings. Further,
the study of prostitution in literature—until the advent of feminist
scholarship in the 197O's—^has also been shaped by an androcentric
perspective concentrated on the masculine literary respwnse to
images of prostitution (Hapke 1989). In consequence, there has
been very litfle research from the woman's p)ersp>ective on "literary
works about women paid for sexual services" (Hapke 1989, p. 5).

Feminist literary critics started to examine the image of the
prostitute in literature from a female pxjint of view during the
197O's. This stream of re.«;earch extends to the study of prostitutes
in films, where the cinematic pwrtrayal of women has begun
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attracting research attention from faninist film critics (Jacobs
1991, Kaplan 1980). Thus, the images of prostitution in film
occupy a central space in the transition from literary texts to
consumption lore.

FOUR ARCHETYPES OF PROSTITUTES AS
CONSUMED COMMODITIES

The ideological conflicts and ambiguities expressed in the
literature on pi'ostitution are far fromresolved. However, images of
prostitutes do cluster into several archetypes of the prostitute as a
commodified object (Hom and Pringle 1984). The archetypes
differ because the female prostitute in literature and film exists
largely as a {»-ojection of male fantasy and thus is depicted as an
embodiment of the different female types desired by differentmen.
Our present typology of prostitutes is derived from Hom and
Pringle's(1984)nine-categorytypologji',itselfbased upon fictional
works—mainly British, American, and Continental plays and nov-
els—^written by male writers and written about by male critics.
These works have entered the literary canon—a generally accepted
body of literature deemed worthy of scholarly attention—-by means
of literary criticism, in which interpretation has also been male-
dominant up cjitn the present generation.

The Hom-Pringle methodology is inductive, in that it surveys
an entire domain and Ihen derives categories from exemplars
observed within that domain. In litetarj criticism, this method is a
traditional one dating back to Aristotie (Fergusson 1961), whose
Poetics draws general prin<;iples of tragedy from the extant Greek
tragedies withL which he was familiar. A modem example of
inductive criticism is Frye's y4«aiowy oy'Criftcism( 1973), in which
a schema for scrrting texts into categories is developed by examining
the textual universe available to the scholar. Thus, we follow
literary tradition and rely upon Hom and Pringle's data and methods
for disceming archetypes of the prostitute in fictional works.

However, we have modified and updated the Hom and Wngle
typology by ctmdensing their original nine archetypes into a more
])arsimonious set of four relevant to cinematic texts. Film is a new
art form that hoxh reshapes traditional literary archetypes and adds
a postmodem feministperspecti ve (IDeLauretis 1984; K apian 1983 ;
Kuhn 1982; Mayne 1985; Penley 1988). Thus, while we begin with
a historical tyjxilogy, we adapt it to suit contemporary data and
current ideological influences. This type of analysis can be viewed
as interpretive cluster analysis, for our interpretation of the under-
lying structure of each film was used to categorize or cluster it
within a general literary schema derived from prior prostitution
narratives. IntJiis ^proach, thefihnsare 'mappedonto' categories
of prostitution believed to reflect overarching cultural beliefs and
values regarding prostitutes, such as how prostitutes behave; how
they look and dress; and what outcomes occur in their lives.

Four Quadrants
The dialectical dimensions for the proposed typology are

Good versus Evil and Punished versus Unpunished. They nïlate to
two key elements of drama—character and plot These elements
are essential to .irama, the category into which all fihns fall. for they
are performances designed to be viewed. Character and plot are
intertwined, for in most westem literature the notion of "character
in action" prevails—that is, the action of plot is rooted in the nature
of the characters, and what the character is determines what hap-
pens to him or lier. The typology expresses a bipolar opposition of
Good versus Evil that refers to the prostitute's cAaracfer-—charac-
ter is compose«! of the traits, behaviors, and motivations of the
central figure. The other bipolar opposition—Punished versus
Unpunished—refers to the plot of the text; it defines the outcome of
the action and summarizes what happens to the character.
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It is important to note that these are orthogonal constructs,
because Goodness and Evil as marks of character do not necessarily
determine the prostitute's fate in our texts. That is, evil prostitutes
may be portrayed as living happily ever after, and good ones may
be shown to suffer horrible Uves and painful deaths. The impor-
tance: of this tenuous relationship between character and plot
derives from the lack of moral geometry that is characteristic of the
literature on prostitution from which these cinematic images flow.
From a feminist point of view, Ihe underlying male-dominance in
the images of prostitutes is evident in mismatches between charac-
ter and plot The "rules" of dramatic stmcture are suspended when
prostitution is the subject and outcomes need not be firmly tied to
sound dramatic architecture.

The defining criteria of each quadrant are described below:
/. Evil-Unpunished
The archetype of the evil but unpunished prostitute termed

Evil Eve is traceable to the Biblical figure of Eve as portrayed in
misogynistic early Christian literature. In such texts, the dramatic
emphasis is placed on the coexistence of seductive and evil traits in
the same woman. The woman further exhibits cjmicism and world-
weariness in conjunction with great physical beauty. She is a
coquettish moody seductress whose narcissism brings men sorrow;
her destruction of the men she attracts is depicted as almost
accidental or careless. The Evil Eve figure is a survivor, despiteher
evil ways. She remains alive at the end of the narrative and no
punishment is meted out to her. In literature, Manon (Prévost 1731 ;
Puccini 1893)is an early example of this archetype—a flirtatious
and emotionally unstable woman who seduces men, bringing them
momentary happiness but eventual sorrow. Her story has been
popular; it was first told in novel form by Abbe Prévost (Manon
Lescaut, 1731), and later tunwîd into two opMas—Massenet's
MaBon(1885) and Puc0ini'sMaiimL«sca«/(1893). In the present
inquiry, this archetype is represented by the character of Lola Lola
in the ñhnThe Blue Angel (1929).

IL Good-Unpunished

There are three subtypes represented in this quadrant each
representing variations on the oppositional theme of Good ^Un-
punished characters. The first is termed the Whore-with-a-heart-
of-gold and is derived from the Romantic tradition that emphasized
the innate goodness of humanity. A second subtype is termed the
Saved Sinner and is derived from Christian doctrine originating in
the forgiveness of the prostitute. Mary Magda;(ene. In tiiese textg,
the prostitute is redeemed through a conversion process set in
motion by others. Typically, the person responsible for initiating
the prostitute's salvation risks his own reputation on her behalf.

The third subtype is labeled the Material Girl and is traceable
to the Marxist/Socialist view of capitalist society. Here the text
emphasizes tlie prostitute's economic motivation—the necessity
for her to eam a living. The text also serves a larger metq)horical
function of indicting capitalist society as one in whichmostpersons
are prostituted in various ways. At the narrative's conclusion, the
prostitute is saved by means of her own efforts. A literary example
is Shaw's Mrs. Warren, in Mrs. Warren's Profession (1894).
Withi3i the present inquiry, this subtype i s portrayed bymeansof the
charai:ter of Vivienne in Pretty Woman (19911

///. Good-Punished

This archetype is labeled the Hapless Harlot and is traceable
to the iidvent of Rtvilism in the modem novel. Here, the text's focus
is upon social forœs that drive individuáis into prostitution. Often
the narrative centers around an innocent child who is seduced,
abandoned, and left toalife of misfortune and poverty. Both young
men and young women are dirpicted as becoming prostitutes
through this process. In these narratives the life of the prostitute is
shown to be degrading rather than glamorous, and typically, even
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if the victim is rescued from the profession, his/her life is portrayed
as forever damaged. Literary works depicting this archetype
include Charles Dickens' Little Emily inDavidC<^perfield{X%49-
1850). The character of Violet in Pretty Baby (1977) exhibits this
pjattem in the present study.

IV. Evil-Punished
The fourth quadrant includes texts in which the prostimte is

dqpicted as evil and punished as a result Termed the Bitch Whore
archetype, this character is derived fram the early Christian view af
pagan gaddesses as seductresses wha led their lavers to min and
death. Such evil women were to be punished by horrible deaths—
disease, disfigurement or murder. Characters in this category are
often shown to be vengeful creatures who direct their anger at all
men ar saciety at large. A literary example is Emue Züala's Nana in
Nana (1880). Although we did not include this archetype in our
present film sample, this character type is recognizable as Tralala
in Hubert Selby's Last Exit to Brooklyn (1957). Tralala dies as a
result of gang rape, and represents but one of many prastitutes
whase death becames the climax of violent pjomographic films.
This archetypje is mast evident in pomography, where the implicit
misagynistic de.sire to inflict pain upon women often culminates in
tormre and murder.

Cinematic Examples. As noted, the present inquiry examines
three American films deaUng with prostitution, which spjan a time
period frxjm 1929 Qhe Blue Angel) to 1991 {Pretty Woman). As
described previously, our inquiry focuses on these selected exem-
plars in confarmance ta the canventions of inductive criticism. The
films in aur sample were chasen as representative examples of
prostitution in American mation pictures, but abviously are not
intended to constitute a complete universe of all possible ways that
prostitution has been portrayed cinematically. The use of exem-
plars to discuss cultural archetypes in film follows Denzin ' s ( 1991 )
cinematic analysisof alcohaUsm. As inDenzin's analysis, we facus
attention upon films that have received significant critical acclaim
and/or substantial commercial success.

1. Evil-Punished: "EvU Eve"
An early and iconic cinematic depiction of the Evil Eve

archetype is found in Marlene Dietrich's portrayal of "Lala Lala"
in The Blue Angel (1929). This archetype embadies cultural beliefs
regarding theprastimte's cmelest and most evil manifestation—as
a seductress who leads her lovers to min and death. This type of
prostitute is portrayed as hav ing few redeeming moral qualities; the
core of her being is the projection of beauty, for she attracts lovers
not by what she is, but by what she appears to be. Her ability to
canvey sensuality is a caver for underlying moral viciousness, but
the mask is so artistically wrought that her lovers fail to see beneath
it. (Mation picture synopjsis available from authors).

Lola Lola is a glamarized version of Evil Eve, the alluring
singer/performer who enchants and then destroys Dr. Rath. Her
sexual power is signalled by her castume, for ane of the hallmarks
of prostitutian is dathing de.signed to reveal the merchandise.
Since doüiing is a status-marker denoting women's social position,
as de Beauvoir pointed out it is "only the prastimte, functianing
exclusively aii an erotic object wha displays herself as tliis and na
mare (1953, p. 592)." However, the effect af the provocative
clothing not anly reveals the body but alsa hides the saul—that
frmdamental kemel af evü at the heart of Evü Eve. From a
misagynistic perspective, whenever women became sexually vis-
ible, they are potentially dangerous.

Lola Lola further personifies tlie ambiguaus assaciation be-
tween entertainment beauty, and sexual pleasure, for her talent is
intertwined with her stage seductiveness. She acquires value as a
unique product by offering her special singing talent to the audi-

ence, thus showing herself as more humanized than the mere
display of flesh captured by her pictures would suggest She exists
more in the realm of "art" than that of pomography (de Beauvoir
1953), and in this she resembles the Greek hetera or the J^anese
geisha—the woman who treats nat only her body but also her entire
persanality as capital to be exploited. Luce those prostimtes, less
tainted by misagyny than later Westem ones, Lola Lala is in
control. Her sole mative is prafit: she sells her singing talent (her
stage self) and her visual image (pomographic pjictures). Thus, she
cammaditizes herself, and in so daing, perverts her talent in order
to enslave men and to satisfy her need for camfart, security, and
power.

In the text Lala Lala is portrayed as a dangerous waman
because she is a successful waman. She succeeds in making her
awn money and thus gains ecanomic indepjendence in her life
outside of the traditional bounds of marriage. She eams a living as
does a man, is uninhibited in her behaviar and conversation, and
consumes alcohol and cigarettes openly. When she marries Railt,
she exhibits male sex role prerogatives: first by seducing him, then
by supporting him, and finally by discarding him for a younger
parmer. Rath's decline is traced by his loss of money, sacial
position, self respject and ultimately, life itself.

Tlie narrative uses semiotic markers to reinforce tlie danger a L"
tlius sex role reversal, one that portends disaster for any man
captivated by Lxjla Lola's siren song. The black musical doll is a
symbol af her figurative emasculation of Rath in their first sexual
act a humiliation tliat is prefigured when Rath awakens holding the
doll. It foreshadows liis eventual loss of manhood, for in this era—
recall tliat the film was made at the end of tlie 192O's—black men
were viewed stereotypicaUy as phallic symbols reputed to possess
large sex organs and innate musical ability, coupled with a passive
nature tliat required a master's strong v îll ta control. The doll
stands for what patriarch a] soci ety most fears and despises—-a. man
reduced to sexuiil slavery who has become a woman's toy.

Tlie narrative shows death to be Ratlt's fate followed by Lo5a
l-ola is continued seductive activities after she has destroyed Mm,
In the last scene, she is shown singing arejrise of "Falling in Love
Again" at the same cabaret where she first met him. At tlie
narrative's end, Lola l>ola goes unpunished—she is depicted as
unrepentant unchanged in her wanlcni ways, and, by implication
destined to enslave other men in the fuluie,.

2. Good-Unpunished: "The Whore-With-A-Heart-of-Gald"
UnUke Evil Eve who goes unpunished because she is Ü

misagynistic jroof of women's wicked ways, the whore-with-a-
heart-of-gold goes unpunished because she is innately good. She is
a popular literaiy archetype, found in Dickens's OUver Twist
(1837-1838), George Moore's Esther Waters (1894), and WiUiam
Saroyan's The Time of Your Life (1939). The most popular
stereotypes emphasize materialisni, seniimeaitaiity, and salvation
of the sinner, three pierennially popular motifs inWestem literature.

In the material girl subtype, tlie empluisis is less on sentiinen-
tality than on materialism. This subtypxï is exemplified in Pretty
Woman ( 1990), whe re Vi v ienne is an updated version of the whore-
with-a-heart-of-gold. During tiic 1980s, materialism became a
dominant cultural theme (Hirschman 1988) as this nanative exeni -
plifies. (Motion picmre synopsis available from authors).

Vivienne exemplifies the jrostimte gifted with innate gooil
character, and consuniprtiart siirves as liia ^'chicle bj which her
goodness is made manifest in the film. We are shown that she is a
good person despite her messy uxterior (e.g., safety iîirî.s hald her
costume together) because she is quick to learn how to consume
ptroperly. Edward begin.«! hra- education in corisumpiiori by hiring
her as an employee; they make abusiness deal in wlsich her services



are given in exchange for his money. She then turns to a surrogate
mentor, the hotel manager, for consumption lessons, and he teaches
her what to wear on an elegant dinner date and how to eat at a fine
restaurant. Edward takes charge of the practical application of her
schooling in actual consumption scenes. The scene in which
Edward accompanies her on a shopping spree on Rodeo Drive
portrays the revenge of the disempo wered. It is Vivienne' s empow-
erment through money that hints at the financial prostitution at the
heart of the c^italist system.

Edward exjwesses the notion of society as a whorehouse when
he points out that althoug}i a woman who has no money and has to
sell her body to pay the rait is called ai prostitute, the same woman
with money can elicit prostitute-like behavior from otliers. He later
makes a second comparison of prostitution to corporate takeovers,
when he says, "We both screw people for money." However,
feminists would note that the male/female power difference in
economic terms is hardly comparable, for Edward is rich, male, and
in control of substantial capital resources, while Vivienne is poor,
female, and driven to sell herself to gain access to these resources.
The difference is that Edward has the power to cause others to
prostitute themselves, while Vivienne has only the power to pros-
titute herself.

Despite her brief foray into prostitution, Vivienne further
displays hermoral integrity and essential goodness by declining to
become Edward's mistress. She knows that a mistress is still a
prostitute, altœit one with a less precarious lifestyle. The film turns
sentimental when Edward becomes the prince and rescues Vivienne
by proposing marriage, but it does not end with a wedding scene.
The reason is that the text's focus is more on material well-being
and self-help than on romantic rescue. Before the final scene,
Vivienne gives evidence of rescuing herself by planning to finish
high school, training for a job, and the most important indicator of
her high moral character by rescuing others. She saves her friend
Kit from a Ufa on the stieet and Edward from a life of empty greed.
Like many works with materialism as the theme. Pretty Woman
ends with a social program for ensuring economic success that goes
beyond the vague prescription for marital happiness in sentimental
fiction.

3. Good-PuJiiLshed: "The Hapless Hariot"
In contrast to the good unpunished prostitute, the hapless

harlot is society's victim—a good person punished by the society
that spawned and then spumed him/her. This archetype is often
exemplified by a child prostitute, a youngster who has been seduced
and abandoned and whose loss of virginity leads to Ufe on tlie
streets. Stephen Crane's Maggie (Maggie, A Girl of the Streets,
1893), for exsimple, becomes aprostitute after having been seduced
and then thrown out by her family, and Dickens's Little Emily
(David Copperfield, 1849-1850) is also the victim of a male
seducer. In twentieth century literature, it is important to note that
young men as well as young women can be seduced and then
discarded, often falling into a life of prostitution as a result of their
loss of innocfsice.

Novels with the hapless harlot as the leading character are in
the realistic ti'adition, usually detailing the political and economic
conditions that produce society's victims. TTiis archetype is espe-
cially prevalent in modem novels from Sp)ain and Latin America
that focus on the social, forces driving impoverished lower-class
men and women into prostitution. In cultures where a small elite
class mies a huge underclass, victimized children are often forced
by poverty in'to a profession presented as degrading rather than as
glamorous. Unlike the whore-with-a-heart-of-gold, the hapless
harlot is unable to transform an unsatisfactory life into a tolerable
one. Even if rescued from prostitution, s/he has insufficient
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reserves of strength left upon which to draw. Since the novels
presenting this archetype focus on the social milieu more than on
the characters themselves, the hapless harlot is often depicted with
more detailed context than character revelation, unlike the other
archetypes.

Tlie impwrtance of context is evident in the story of Violet the
child prostitute in Pretty Baby. The film is based on a factual story
about miaire Bellocq, a notiîd photographer of New Orleans
pwostitutes in the early 1900's. (Motion pricture synopsis available
from authors).

Violet's story brings the institution of white finale slavery
into the 20üi Century. She is shown as a child shaped by her
environment and warped by ma.iemalin-attention.AlthoughHannie
claims that she wants to be "res¡pectable," she willingly participates
in the sale of her virginal daughter, viewing her as another source
of income. BeUocq, the photographer, is an enigmatic figure,
ambiguous in his feelings for Violet Although she is only a child,
he loves her as one would an adult woman (rather than as a parent
would love a daughter), yet he does not express his love in any
overtly sexual way.

The scene most evocative of what pirostitution means to
women is the sale of Violet's virginity to the highest bidder. She is
brought into the viewing room on a litter, decorated like a manne-
quin in a store window. The bidding for her replicates that of slave
auctions a century before the date of the film. The man who buys
her rapes her brutally, but Violet is committed to a life of prostitu-
tion, evidenced when she smiles beguilingly at the next customer.
The text's extemalized view of Violet emphasizes her commodity
staUis, for there is no indicatioo of how she íeé\s—only how she is
viewed by her purchasers. Ironically, at the close of the film,
Violet's stepfatlier records one final image of her on film. Although
dressed in expensive and conservative clothes, the direct gaze of
Violet's eyes betrays the sexualized and commoditized self beneath
the prim exterior. There is no innocence here.

Of the three films discussed. Pretty Baby is px:rhaps the most
troubling, both in its fictional content and in its real-life production.
Child prostitution, from a behavioral p)ers.p>ective, is the most
destructive manifes tationof the commoditization of human beings.
Occurring as it does during the young pjerson's early years of
identity formation, it can p>revent the individual from ever achiev-
ing a sense of wholeness and self-wortli. And it can serve to distort
the individual's ability to constmct intimate—as oppnsed to merely
sexual—relationships with otiiers. Given this, the production of
Pretty Baby constituted a symtelic act of child prostitution for its
central actress, Brooke Shields, who v/as only llt/2 at the time of
the filming. Depicted virtually nude in several scenes with her
suitor (Keith Carradine), moutliing lines such as "Where'd you get
that thing" to male actors playing customers, and being seen as a
pjrostitute by millions of audience members replicated in real life
that which was being depicted as fiction on iJie screen.

DISCUSSION
The commoditization of women as prostitutes has been prac-

ticed from the earliest recorded history to the present day. In the
present analysis, we have extiaided the literary pxsrtrayal of the
prostitute to the American cinema, where iconic images of what
prostitutes are and what they become have shapx»! the pxjpular view
of their role in American society since the late 192O's. From the
man-eating Lola I^la of The Blue Angel (1929) to the redemptive
Vivienne in Prelty Woman(1990), the depiction of prostitution has
influenced our collective ideology of women's roles as subjectand
object as person and product imd as predator and victim.

The cinematic portrayal of women as prostitutes—as cultural
commodities—^liolds a miiTor up to the reflected (and refracted)
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images of women in American society. From the militant feminist
cultural p)erspective. all women may be seen as commercialized
commodities, taught from chudhood to groom themselves to obtain
men's approval, in order to become quite literally the objects of
male desire. Cinematic images of p>ainted and packaged prostitutes
coexist with advertising images of pointed and packaged "models"
whom women are taught to view as aspirational referents. Further,
just as Vivienne recognized that she was in a very competitive
business, so too do most women leam about sexual competition in
the marriage market, using their beauty and their bodies to attract
men as mates.

The cinematic depiction of prostitution also throws into sharp
relief the roles of women as sacred and profane commodities in
American culture (see Belk. et al 1989; Hirschman 1988). This
dialectic informs all three of the films in this paper, in terms of the
iconic tension between two conceptions of women's roles—that of
pure, virtuous vessel serving as the privatized domestic nurturer of
hearth and home verstis that of rampant, wanton sexual predator
destroying tlie men who seek her out. Sacred whores, such as
Vivienne of Pretty Woman, we are taught, deserve salvation. They
need only to be rescued by "good men" to find their salvation in
marriage and motherhood. In contrast, profane whores have lost .so
much of their female virtue and have become so masculinized by
their exposure to the secular pleasures of the world (e.g., alcohol,
tobacco, fomication) that they are unsalvageable. They are left to
destroy the men who try to save them (e.g., Lola Lola) or to be
destroyed (e.g., Violet in Pretty Baby).

The consumption of these cinematic images has a powerful
effect on women's—andmen's—images of themselves, their roles,
their pJace. Our intent has been to illustrate that as we consume
media texts, so also do they consume us, by shaping our views of
who and what we are.
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